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Abstract

The shared-memory model of computation typi-

cally provides processes with an arbitrary number of

copies of the available object types; yet a simple ar-

gument shows that any consensus protocol can only

make use of some finite subset of these. Thus we

believe it is useful to consider the problem of con-

sensus from the point of view of resource bounds,

determining whether consensus can still be solved

when the number of copies of the system’s shared

objects is limited. This approach leads to a general

technique which we call the combination protocol, in

which the number of processes that can achieve con-

sensus with a given object increases as more copies

of it are made available. Such a phenomenon brings

up questions about the robustness of Herlihy’s con-

sensus hierarchy, in that objects are being combined

to solve n-process consensus, even though no single
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copy can do so individually. We show how the ideas

in the combination protocol appear even in situa-

tions where objects are not explicitly being combined

with one another; we also consider the general ques-

tion of resource bounds in several known consensus

protocols. We analyze two such protocols that use

seemingly similar primitives, achieving a substantial

improvement in one case and showing a tight lower

bound in the other.

1 Introduction

Any pessimistic model of distributed computing

must take into account the perils of asynchrony. The

traditional approaches to process coordination —

semaphores and critical sections [CHP] — are based

on the notion of a shared-memory system in which

processes explicitly take turns modifying a globally

accessible data structure (object). But processes on

such a system are running asynchronously, so that

the fast processes must wait for the slower ones to

complete their operations. And if a process should

crash while accessing a shared object, that object

becomes unusable by the rest of the system.

A relatively recent development in this area has

been the notion of “wait-free synchronization.” One

constructs objects in which each invocation is guar-

anteed to return in a finite number of steps of the

invoking process, regardless of the actions (or fail-

ures) of the other processes; such an object is said to

have a wait-free implementation. The natural ques-
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tion in this setting is the following: one has a system

with a number of primitives that behave atomically

(such as atomic registers, test-and-set registers, and

the like) and wishes to know whether a given object

type has a wait-free implementation in this system.

In [HI], Herlihy proposed an approach to this

problem in which one classifies shared objects ac-

cording to their consensus number. The consensus

number of an object 0, as defined in [HI], is the max-

imum number of processes that can achieve asyn-

chronous consensus using atomic operations on O

and any number of atomic registers (recall that the

results of [FLP, DDS, LAA] show that even two pro-

cesses cannot achieve consensus using only registers).

If any number of processes can achieve consensus us-

ing O and atomic registers, then O is said to have

infinite consensus number. The resulting classifica-

tion of shared objects is referred to as the consensus

hierarchy. In [Hi], it is shown that if the consen-

sus number of O is k, the consensus number of 0’

is k’, and k > k’, then 0’ cannot provide a wait-

free implementation of O in a system of k or more

processes.

We are interested the structure of this hierarchy,

centering on the question of whether consensus num-

ber, as defined above, is truly a robust way of clas-

sifying shared objects. Specifically, we analyze the

effect of combining shared objects — is it possible

to combine objects having consensus number k, and

obtain a system in which k + 1 processes can solve

consensus? And when the objects we combine are all

of the same type, this becomes a question of resource

bounds — how many copies of an object are needed

for some fixed number of processes to achieve con-

sensus? In order to carry out this analysis, we find

it useful to make the model of [HI] somewhat more

flexible. First of all, we will consider the “consensus

number” of arbitrary (possibly infinite) collections

of objects; i.e. we consider the maximum number

of processes that can achieve consensus using pre-

cisely objects 01, ..., 0.. Thus, we do not a priori

assume that the system contains an arbitrary num-

ber of atomic registers; in this way, we make more

explicit the resource requirements of our consensus

protocols. With this variation of the model comes

an additional subtlety: when the system contains

an underlying infinite set of registers, certain nat-

ural forms of the consensus problem are reducible

to others. With limited resources, however, this is

no longer necessarily the case, and we identify two

forms of consensus on which to concentrate: binary

consensus and leader election (defined below). The

definition of consensus number carries over in the ob-

vious way to these problems, and we refer to the cor-

responding quantities as be-number and le-number.

We note that leader election, using unlimited reg-

isters, coincides with Herlihy ’s notion of consensus

(and consensus number); thus, when we speak sim-

ply of consensus, we mean just this — leader election

with registers.

Our main results center around a technique that

we call the combination protocol. In the basic com-

bination protocol, we consider an object O with i5c-

number and le-number equal to 2, and show that a

collection of k copies of O has le-number at least k+l

(and be-number at least [~j ). Thus, although the

consensus numbers of an individual copy of O are

very low, an infinite set of them can solve consensus

among an arbitrary set of processes. Hence, for ex-

ample, even one copy of O cannot be implemented

by any of the 2-consensus objects considered in [Hi].

We believe the protocol itself represents an inter-

esting technique for designing wait-free algorithms.

It consists essentially of an “elimination tourna-

ment ,“ which processes enter in a staggered fashion

so that by the end, many processes are able safely

to access a single copy of O simultaneously. More-

over, the view of objects as discrete units represents

a departure from a number of previous approaches,

in which all the objects in the system were in a sense

“wired together.” Our protocol, on the other hand,

is modular; the (n. + 1)-process version of the proto-

col is obtained simply by adding an additional copy

of the object and an additional system step to the

n-process version.

Jayanti has subsequently proved several strong
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statements about the structure of Herlihy)s hierar-

chy, using objects that can implement our combi-

nation protocol and were amenable to a number of

highly novel “impossibility” arguments [Ja]. Specifi-

cally, he considers the four consensus hierarchies one

obtains by varying the following two parameters:

. Do processes have access to just one copy of the

object 0, or arbitrarily many copies?

. Do processes have access to an infinite set of

atomic cegisters, or just (the copies of) 0?

He denotes these by hl, h~, hi, h~, where r indi-

cates that registers are available, and m indicates

that multiple copies of O are available. A hierarchy

is robust if no set of objects lying below a given level k

can provide a wait-free implementation of an object

on level k for k or more processes. In his terminol-

ogy, our results in Section 3 provide the most basic

of these results: hl is not robust. [Ja] extends this

to the more natural structures hm and h{ (Herlihy’s

original hierarchy), showing that neither is robust.

The robustness of h~ is an open question.

The combination protocol appears to be applica-

ble in a number of non-trivially different contexts.

In Section 4, we show an application to the prob-

lem of consecutive m-register assignment, under the

definitions and hierarchy of [HI]. This is based on

an atomic primitive considered by Herlihy in [Hi]:

simultaneous assignment to m registers, which he

showed has consensus number exactly 2m – 2. How-

ever, his protocol relied on the ability of one process

to assign to registers very far apart in memory. We

show that this is in fact necessary; when the registers

in a simultaneous assignment must be contiguous in

memory, the consensus number is exactly 3, for all

m z 3. We use a version of the combination proto-

col to show the lower bound on consensus number —

the elimination tournament in this case can be con-

tinued for two rounds, but then is halted, in effect,

by a combinatorial property of the one-dimensional

array of registers.

Finally, in Section 5, we analyze two other pro-

tocols presented in [Hi] from the point of view of

resource bounds. It is worth noting that both of

the primitives involved are simply classified as hav-

ing infinite consensus number; yet our results reveal

a strong sense in which one is more powerful than

the other. Consider a system with an infinite set of

atomic registers, as well as some number of special

pre-initialized registers Z1, . . . , z~. The registers q

can be read atomically, and the value in xi can be

atomically copied into Zf. [HI] gives a protocol for n

processes to solve consensus using 2n such registers,

allowing atomic writ ing to each xi as well. We give

an n-process protocol which does not require atomic

writing to the xi and uses only 12 log n + 2j such reg-

isters; it is based on the surprising fact that a set of

two such registers has infinite be-number.

In contrast to this exponential improvement in re-

source requirements is the superficially similar case

of registers with atomic swap. Here, the contents of

the special registers Zz can be atomically swapped or

read. Without assuming the ability to write atom-

ically to the z;, [Hi] gives an n-process consensus

protocol using n + 1 such registers; we show that

under this model, the protocol is resource-optimal

— any n-process consensus protocol in this system

requires n + 1 registers-with-swap.

In summary, it is our belief that analyzing con-

sensus protocols from the point of view of resource

requirements reveals a number of subtleties in the

structure of the hierarchy of shared objects. We hope

that further analysis along these lines will resolve

a number of important questions about the relative

power of wait-free objects, as well as the problem of

whether there exists a robust hierarchy for classify-

ing them.

2 Definitions and Initial Results

2.1 The Model

We use essentially the model of computation pre-

sented in [Hl, H2]. A concurrent system consists of

a set of n processes which can access a collection of

shared objects. In what follows, we consider only

deterministic processes and objects.
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A deterministic object is a possibly infinite-state

automaton; in one step, a process can issue an input

to the object, causing it to change state and return

an output. Thus, we will often view an object O

as a labeled directed graph (Q, Z), where the ver-

tex set Q is the set of states, and each element of

the edge set X is labeled by a pair (input, output).

When the object is in a given state g E Q and re-

ceives input i, it follows the edge with input label

i. Since we are dealing with deterministic objects,

each input label will appear on at most one edge out

of q; if it appears on no edge, the operation is not

enabled in q. A finite-state object is one for which Q

and X are finite sets. We assume that all objects are

oblivious: in a given object state, each process has

the same set of possible (enabled) inputs. Finally,

by a schedule for the system we mean simply a fi-

nite or infinite sequence of process names; at each

entry in the sequence, the named process is allowed

to take one step (i.e. apply a single input to an ob-

ject, receive the output, and perform some internal

computation).

The basic task we consider is that of consensus. A

consensus problem for a set {PI, . . ., p~} of processes

is characterized by a collection of sets { U1, . . . . Un }.

In a protocol to solve this problem, each participat-

ing process pa begins by proposing a value v c Ui;

the processes then try to agree on a common value

using operations on the shared objects in the sys-

tem. Each process decides on a value, then halts.

The protocol must satisfy the following properties.

●

●

●

Wait-freedom: Each process decides and halts in

a finite number of steps, regardless of whether

other processes have crashed.

Agreement: Each process decides on the same

value.

Validity: This common value is the proposal of

some process.

When we simply use the term “consensus,” we will

mean specifically leader election, which is the con-

sensus problem in which each process proposes its

own name (U2 = {pi}; the decision can be viewed as

agreement on a “leader”). Thus, the validity con-

dition can be viewed as follows: the decision value

must be the name of a process that has taken at

least one step. This essentially is the type of con-

sensus considered in [HI]. We will also consider the

other most common variation — binary consensus,

in which all proposals must be O or 1; i.e. Ui = {O, 1}

for each i. The differences between these two prob-

lems will be considered below in Section 2.2.

Let us say that a consensus problem is finite-choice

if each set Ui is finite. Consider a protocol for this

problem which uses an object O. Moreover, assume

that the state of a process beginning the protocol

depends only on the value of its proposal v. Then

for a fixed choice of proposals, one for each process,

we can view the set of schedules as a finitely branch-

ing tree in which every path is finite. By Konig’s

Lemma, the tree itself must be finite. Since there

are only ~~=1 \U; I possible trees, we have the follow-

ing fact; it says in effect that if O is infinite-state,

it can be “pruned” down to a finite-state object on

which the identical protocol works.

Lemma 1 (Pruning Lemma) Let P be a protocoi

for a finite-choice consensus problem which uses ob-

ject 0. Then there is a finite-state object On which

is formed by taking a jinite subgraph on the states of

0, on which P is still an n-process consensus proto-

col.

2.2 Two Kinds of Consensus

In a system with infinitely many atomic registers,

any consensus problem can be reduced to leader elec-

tion; if n processes can solve leader election, then

they can solve any consensus problem. Without

registers, however, this is not necessarily the case,

so it makes less sense to speak of a single consen-

sus number for an object. Thus, for a collection

C={ol,..., ok} of shared objects, we will define

the Je-number and be-number of this collection to

be the maximum number of processes that can solve

leader election and binary consensus, respectively,

using C.
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It is possible for object’s k-number to exceed its

/e-number by an arbitrary amount. Consider the

sticky bit of [Pi]; initially it is empty, and the first

O or 1 written to it “sticks” permanently. A single

copy of this object has infinite be-number, but an

Je-number of 2.

In the other direction, however, we can show the

following tight bound.

Theorem 1 If an object 0 can solve leader elec-

tion among n processes, then its be-number is at least

in/2J. For each n >4, this bound is achieved by an

object Cln with le-number n and be-number [n/2J.

Proof. One direction is easy. Consider an arbitrary

object O which can solve n-process leader election,

and let k = in/2]. k processes PI, . . . ,p~ can use O

to solve binary consensus by collectively simulating

the execution of a leader election protocol among

the 2k processes q!, . . ., q~, q~, . . . . q~, as follows. In

order to propose u, pi simulates the behavior of q:.

When the protocol terminates with leader q;, the

processes decide on v. It is easily verified that this

protocol satisfies the properties of binary consensus.

Now let n ~ 4, and consider the following object

On. The states of On are {c, ql,. ... q~}; its opera-

tions are {xl, . . . . Zn}. The operations are defined as

follows: in state c, operation xi leads to qi; in state

qi, operation Z, leads to C. For j # i performing x j
in state qz leaves the object in state qi. Finally, On

supports an atomic read operation which returns the

current state. It is clear that n processes can elect

a leader using On. The object is initialized to state

c; process p; performs operation xa and then reads

the current state. It is also easily verified that the

le-number of On is in fact exactly n.

We claim that with k = [n/2j, k + 1 processes

cannot solve binary consensus using 0.. Assume by

way of contradiction that such a protocol T exists.

We consider here the case in which 0. begins in state

c; the case in which it begins in some qz is analogous.

If process p, proposes v and all other processes crash,

then we say p, is executing a solo run; let r: denote

the state of On in which this solo run terminates.

Clearly, we cannot have r: = c for any i, v, since

otherwise some pj # pi would not realize when it

first woke up that v had already been decided, For

a similar reason (since k + 1 z 3), we cannot have

r: = r; for any i, j. Thus by the pigeonhole principle

there is a state qn = r; = r; for some i #j.

Consider the following execution. Let pi and pj

both propose v, and some third process p, (since

k+

●

●

●

●

●

1 ~ 3) propose V = 1 – v.

Run p, alone until it is about to leave On

state q~ = r$. Thus 0. must be currently

state c.

Now schedule pj alone; since it first sees ~~

state c, it will attempt to leave the object

state q~ as well. Run pj until it is about

execute operation z~ from state c.

in

in

in

in

to

Run pa to completion; it will execute x~ and

halt, deciding v.

Let p~ take a single step – the operation z~ –

and crash it. The object has now returned to

state c.

Wake up p, and let it run to completion, decid-

ing ti.

This contradiction completes the proof. ~

A similar result clearly holds for m-valued con-

sensus for each 1 < m < n. The theorem above can

also be viewed as an extension of the result of [JT],

that there exists an object which can solve 2-process

leader election but not 2-process binary consensus.

3 The Combination Protocol

As noted in the Introduction, there are a number of

possible objects one could use in implementing the

combination protocol; we focus on the finite-state

object type S2, defined below, throughout this sec-

tion.

Define a monotone bit to be a single bit that sup-

ports atomic reading and the writing of the value

1 — the value O cannot be written to a monotone
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bit. An object of type S2 consists of two monotone

bits (the “left” and “right” bits) with the following

operations:

● read atomically read the value of the two bits

simultaneously

● R: write 1 to the right bit.

● L: write 1 to the left bit.

● S: atomically swap the values of the two bits,

We now outline the combination protocol to solve

n-process leader election using n – 1 copies of Sz.

Note that by Theorem 1, this means that [n/2J pro-

cesses can solve binary consensus using n – 1 copies

of S2; i.e. there is a protocol to solve n-process bi-

nary consensus using 2n – 1 copies of&. Thus, these

results show that an infinite set of copies of Sz has

infinite le- and be-numbers.

Let {pI,... ,p~ } be the set of processes and

{s1,..., s~– 1} the set of copies of Sz. Each si is

initialized with the value 01 (O in the left bit and 1

in the right). The protocol consists of n – 1 num-

bered phases, followed by a final phase. Process pj

participates in phases max{l, j – 1} through n – 1

in succession, followed by the final phase; at the end

of the final phase, it reaches a decision. Note that

there is no waiting involved; a process begins exe-

cuting its first designated phase as soon as it takes

its first step.

Phase j (1 S j S n – 1) involves only operations

on sj; the code for phase j is as follows:

Phase j

pi,. . . ,pj executes L 011 sj

Pj+l executes S on Sj

The code for the final phase is as follows:

Final Phase

each pz reads sl, . . . ,s~–1 one at a tlrne

if all values read are 11 then

elect pl

else

elect pj , where Sj–1 is the

highest-indexed copy of $2

whose value was read as 10

Theorem 2 The above protocol is a solution to n-

process leader election.

Proof. It is obvious that it is wait-free. If pl is

elected, then L must have been executed on S1, which

only pl can do. If pi is elected, then S must have

been executed on s~_l, which only pi can do. Thus

the elected process has taken a step.

Finally, we must verify agreement. First observe

that each copy of Si assumes at most two different

values over the execution of the protocol. It is ini-

tially in state 01. If the first operation invoked on

it is S, then it assumes the value 10, and all fur-

ther executions of L will have no effect. If the first

operation is L, then its value becomes 11, and no

subsequent operation can have an effect.

Now let o denote the schedule associated with a

given execution of the protocol, and a“ denote the

prefix of a up to the first point at which some process

has completed all its numbered phases (i.e. is about

to begin the final phase). We claim that the system

state following the execution of O* satisfies one of the

following two properties.

(i) All si have the value 11, i = 1,.. .,n– 1,or

(ii) There is some j ~ 1 such that sj has the value

10, and sj+l, . . . ,sn–l have the value 11 (or j =

n–l).

To see this, assume that the system does not have

property (i), and let j be the maximal index for

which Sj does not have the value 11. We claim it

has the value 10, satisfying property (ii). For if not,

then it must have the value 01, in which case no pro-

cess has invoked an operation on Sj. If j = n – 1,

this contradicts the definition of a“, since no process

could have completed phase n – 1. And if j < n – 1,

then sj+l has the value 11, which can only result

from the execution of L by one of PI,. . . ,pj+l. But

each of these processes must have taken an earlier

step in which it invoked an operation on sj — again,
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a contradiction. Thus, sj has the value 10, and prop-

erty (ii) holds.

Hence, if property (i) holds after the execution of

O*, then all processes that complete their final phase

will decide on pl. If property (ii) holds after a*,

then all processes that complete their final phase will

decide on pj+l. In both cases, agreement is satisfied.

m

Let us consider the power of a single copy 0 of S2.

Using fairly straightforward protocols, two processes

can solve either leader election or binary consensus

using 0. (In both cases, initialize 0 to 01. For leader

election, let pl execute L and p2 execute S; for binary

consensus, let a process proposing O execute S and

a process proposing 1 execute L.) Indeed, we can

show the following tight bounds.

Theorem 3 A single copy of S2 has le-number and

be-number equal to 2.

Proof. Given the discussion above, the result will

follow if we show that 3 processes can solve neither

leader election nor binary consensus using a single

copy of S2. We present the proof for binary consen-

sus; the proof for leader election is similar but easier,

and is left to the reader.

Assume by way of contradiction that there is such

a protocol ~. To avoid notational confusion, we will

let O and 1 denote the values of the bits in the copy

of S2, and use v and u = o to denote the outcomes

of binary consensus. Let p, q, and r denote the three

processes.

First consider the case in which the initial state

is 01 (or analogously 10). We again make use of

the notion of a process p’s solo run, in which it first

“wakes up” with the system in its initial state, and

runs to completion, deciding its own value. Clearly p

cannot distinguish between the scenario in which it

is the only live process, and the one in which other

processes have executed but left the system in its

initial state.

In view of this, it must be the case that the solo

run of a process proposing u leaves the object in state

10, and the solo run of a process proposing v leaves

it in state 11 (or vice versa). Consider an execution

in which p and q propose u, and r proposes v. We

have the following two scenarios.

In Scenario S1, process r runs to completion, de-

ciding v. Scenario S2 is as follows (see Figure 1).

Run p and q until they are about to execute S

(which they must do) for the first time.

Run p to completion; it will decide u.

Now run q for a single step — the execution of

S — and crash it, leaving the object in state 10.

Finally, run r to completion.

These two scenarios are indistinguishable to process

r, so it will decide v in S2 as well — but this violates

agreement.

P

q

r

swap

object

=7

solo run

Figure 1: An indistinguishable scenario

In the other case, the initial state is 00. If two

processes have opposite proposals, their solo runs

clearly cannot leave the object in the same state.

Let us therefore assume that there is a solo run of

some process proposing u which leaves the object in

stat e 10. Furthermore, we consider the case in which

a process waking up to find the object in states 01

or 11 will decide v; all other cases are analogous.

Assume that p proposes u, and its solo run leaves

the object in state 10, Schedule p alone until it is

about to write to a register. It cannot execute 1?,

since we then crash it and wake up q, which also

proposes u. But q must decide v, since the object

is in state 01, violating validity. Thus, p must first

perform operation L. But in this case, we have the

following execution:
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Run p until just before its first write operation,

which will be L.

Let q propose v and run it until just before its

first write operation — this must be R by the

same reasoning.

Run p to completion (it decides u).

Schedule q for the single step R, and crash it.

Finally, wake up r. Since the object is in state

11, it must decide v.

This execution violates agreement, which completes

the second case and the proof. ~

As noted earlier, this means that although the con-

sensus numbers of a single copy of L12 are equal to

2, an infinite set of them can solve consensus among

any number of processes. Hence our belief that con-

sensus number, considered by itself, does not give a

complete description of the power of a shared object

to support consensus protocols. In the terminology

of [Ja], the following is an immediate corollary of

Theorems 2 and 3 (recall that hl is the hierarchy of

shared objects in which the consensus number of 0

is the number of processes that can solve consensus

using a single copy of 0 and no registers).

Corollary 1 The hierarchy hl is not robust.

4 A Variation on the Protocol

For the remainder of this paper, we consider the com-

bination protocol, and resource bounds in general,

from the point of view of the original model of Her-

lihy [HI]. Thus, we will assume that our system

contains an infinite set of atomic registers; again, we

will use the terms consensus and consensus number

to refer to the problem of leader election in such sys-

tems.

[Hi] considers the primitive simultaneous re-

register assignment. A system with this primitive

consists of an infinite set of at omit registers, and

supports an additional atomic operation in which a

process can simultaneously assign m (potentially dif-

ferent) values to m distinct registers. It is shown in

[Hi] that a system with this primitive has consen-

sus number 2rn — 2. It seems natural to consider

what the consensus number would be if we did not

allow simultaneous assignment to registers that can

be arbitrarily far apart in memory. Thus we examine

the case in which the m registers to which a process

writes must be contiguous in memory.

The technique of the combination protocol finds

application here, as we use it to give a 3-process

consensus protocol when m ~ 3. The idea is as fol-

lows. The advantage of simultaneous assignment is

that by writing to sets of registers that intersect, two

processes can determine which took the first step by

reading the registers in the “overlap.” So in the first

phase, two processes can write to intersecting inter-

vals in memory. They then move to a different part

of memory, and write to intervals that intersect the

opposite ends of the third process’s interval. In this

way, a consistent leader can be elected. See the proof

below for the actual protocol.

Unlike the case of the basic combination protocol,

one must contend here with the “geometry” of the

array of registers. Specifically, a third phase in this

spirit is not possible; an interval has only two end-

points. In fact, employing a combinatorial argument

about the intersections of four intervals on a line, we

can show that 3-process consensus is the best that

can be achieved in this system.

Theorem 4 An znjinite set of registers with atomic

read, write, and consecutive m-register assignment,

has consensus number 2 if m = 2, and 3 if m >3.

Proof. The case in which m = 2 is straightforward.

Thus let us assume m ~ 3; first we give a protocol

for 3 processes to solve leader election. Let PI, P2, p3

be the names of the processes, and let the registers

be numbered 0,1,.,,. We will say that pi marks an

interval [a, b] by simultaneously writing its name in

registers a, a + 1,...,b.

The protocol is as follows.
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Phase 1

pl marks [0, m – 1]

p2 marks [1, m]

Phase 2

pl marks [m+ 1, 2rn]

p2 marks [3rn – 1, 4m – 2]

ps marks [2rn, 3m – 1]

Final phase

Each pi reads registers O, . . . . 4m – 2,

following the technique of [HI]

if ps completed Phase 2 before p~ or pz

then elect p3

else if pj completed Phase 1 before pl

then elect pz

else

elect p~

It is straightforward to verify that this satisfies

wait-freedom, validity, and agreement.

To show theimpossibility ofasolutionto 4-process

consensus, we follow the standard structure for im-

possibility proofs ofthissort(see e.g. [FLP, DDS]).

Assume that such aprotocol~ exists for 4-process

consensus in this system. Let a denote the sched-

ule of a partial execution of P and q(a) the system

state following the execution of u. We say that q(a)

is v-determined if in all extensions of a, the deci-

sion v is reached. A state is determined if it is v-

determined for some v, and undetermined otherwise.

By the validity requirement, the starting state q(~)

is undetermined; but a state in which all processes

have decided is clearly determined. Thus, a simple

and oft-repeated argument shows that there exists

at least one boundar~ state q(cr): q(cr) is undeter-

mined, but every extension of o by one step results

in a determined state.

Thus, we consider a boundary state q(a) in the

execution of our supposed 4-process protocol P. Let

the “preference” vi of pi be the value it would decide

if all other processes crashed at this point. As in

[Hi], observe that all four steps extending u must be

consecutive assignments (in this case, to “intervals”

in memory), with the properties that the interval of

each pi must include a register that no other process

writes to, and that if pi and pj have different prefer-

ences, their intervals must intersect in some register

that no third process writes to. Assume without loss

of generality that VI # V2, V1 # V3 (i.e. the prefer-

ence of pl differs from those of p2 and p3). Then the

interval of pl intersects those of p2 and p3. There

are two cases to consider.

1.

2.

V4 # V1. Then if p4’s interval intersects pl ‘s, one

of p2, p3, or p4 will have no register that it alone

writes to.

‘?J4 = V1. Then if p4’s interval intersects those

of both p2 and p3, one of pl or p4 will have no

register that it alone writes to.

As both cases lead to contradictions, the proof is

complete. ~

5 Resource Bounds

Finally, we analyze the resource requirements of n-

process consensus using two other primitives consid-

ered in [Hi]. Consider a system with an infinite set of

atomic registers, and also some special pre-initialized

?7JOVf3-?73g2Sk?% xl, . . . . Xk. These special registers

support the atomic operations read(xi), which re-

turns the contents of zZ, and move (’xi, x j ), which

atomically copies the contents of xi into Zj. These

are the only two operations allowed on the registers

Zi. Alternately, we can consider a system with ad-

ditional pre-initialized swap-registers yl,.. ., yk; here

the atomic operations are read(~i,) and swap(yi, gj),

which atomically exchanges the contents of vi and yj.

In the latter case, note the difference between these

swap-registers and the object S2 of Section 3; here,

a process can swap between any pair of registers.

In [Hi], protocols are given for n processes to solve

consensus using either kind of primitive; the conclu-

sion is that they both have infinite consensus number

(actually, the protocol using move in [Hi] required

the ability to write directly to the move-registers;

below, we give a protocol that does not need this

assumption). These protocols with move and swap
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require 2n and n + 1 special registers, respectively,

suggesting that there is not much difference in the

power of these two primitives.

The results of this section show a sense in which

move is actually significantly more powerful than

swap; they reveal an exponential gap between the

number of move-registers and the number of swap-

registers needed to solve n-process consensus. We

give an n-process consensus protocol which requires

only 12 log n + 2j registers with move; on the other

hand, we show that any n-process consensus proto-

col using swap-registers requires n + 1 such registers;

i.e. the protocol of [HI] is resource-optimal. We

not e that the protocol using move still requires n

additional ordinary atomic registers; thus, the ex-

ponential gap does not extend to the total memory

requirements of the protocols.

Theorem 5 There is an n-process consensus pro-

tocol in a system with infinitely many atomic reg-

isters, and move-registers xl, . . . , Xb, where k =

1210gn+2j.

Prooj. The key fact is that two move-registers are

in fact sufficient for any number of processes to solve

binary consensus. Let xl and Z2 denote the two reg-

isters; initialize xl with O and X2 with 1. To propose

O, a process copies from xl to ZZ; to propose 1, a pro-

cess copies from X2 to Z1. After the first step taken

by any process, the values of the two registers be-

come the same — subsequent move operations have

no effect. Thus it is straightforward to verify that it

is a solution to n-process binary consensus for any

n.

Now, in [Pi] a leader election protocol using

[log n + lj sticky bits is presented (the process is

elected “one bit at a time,” with n atomic registers

used to ensure that validity is satisfied). It is easy

to adapt this technique to our case; here each sticky

bit is replaced by a pair of move-registers. Conse-

quently, we have the stated bound. ~

Theorem 6 Consider a set of arbitrarily many

atomic registers, and swap-registers Y1, . . ., gb. If n

processes can solve consensus in this system, then

k>n+l.

Proof. Let T be any protocol for n processes to solve

consensus in this system, and let q(cr) be a boundary

state in the execution of this protocol (as in the proof

of Theorem 4). By the usual arguments, we see that

all operations scheduled out of o must be swaps. Let

the preference vi of pi be the value it would decide

if all other processes crashed at this point. Also, it

is easy to verify that 2 swap registers will not suffice

for 2 processes; thus, in what follows, we can assume

n~3.

We define a graph G = (V, E) as follows. The ver-

tex set V = {sl,. . . , sb}. There is an (undirected)

edge (sz, sj ) if and only if some process p~ is exe-

cuting swap (si, Sj ) from a. Clearly two processes

cannot perform the same swap operation, so this is

a graph without loops or multiple edges. Hence, we

label each edge with the preference v of the process

performing the associated swap.

A straightforward indistinguishability argument

establishes the first of the following claims.

Claim 1 If e and e’ are edges with different labels

in G, then they must share an endpoint.

Claim 2 IfG contains a cycle, all edges on the cycle

must have the same label.

Proof. Let C be a cycle in G containing edges of

both labels; we obtain contradictions in the following

three cases.

1) C is a 3-cycle. Let el, e2, e3 be the three edges

of C, and pl, p2, p3 the three processes performing

the swaps. We can assume without loss of generality

that V1 # V3. Then scheduling p1p2p3 from u results

in the same system state as scheduling p3p2p1, yet

these states are determined for different values.

2) C is a 4-cycle. Let el,. . . . e4 be the four edges

in ‘(clockwise” order, and pl, ..., p4 the associated

processes. Claim 1 implies that V1 = V3 and V2 = VA;

hence it must be that VI # V2. But from U, the

schedules plpspzpA and pzpAplps leave the system in

the same state.

3) C is a b-cycle, b >5. Let e and e’ be neighbor-

ing edges with different labels v, v’, respectively. Let

el and e~ be the other neighboring edges of e and e’

respectively; since el and e~ do not share an end-
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point, Claim 1 implies that they must have the same

label. But then one of the disjoint pairs {el, e’},

{e, e;} must have different labels. 1

Claim 3 G is acyclic.

Proof. Suppose G had a cycle C. By Claim 2, all

edges of C must have the same label, say v. Since o

is undetermined, some edge e has label v’ # v. But

e cannot share a vertex with all the edges of C’; this

contradicts Claim 1. ~

The theorem now follows easily. Since G is an

acyclic graph with n edges, we must have IV I = k >

n+l. ~

6 Conclusion

By viewing wait-free primitives as individual objects

that can be replicated and combined, we have been

able to consider consensus from the perspective of

resource requirements. The combination protocol of

Section 3 presents a general technique for designing

consensus protocols within this framework.

A number of questions remain open. First of all,

we are interested in other applications of the combi-

nation protocol in the design of wait-free algorithms.

Our work and that of [Ja] suggests that perhaps it is

most natural to define the consensus number of an

object 0 as the maximum number of processes that

can solve consensus using an infinite set of registers

and an infinite set of copies of 0. Nevertheless, we do

not know whether, even under this definition, there

exist objects 01 and Oz, with consensus numbers

kl s k2 respectively, such that more than kz pro-

cesses can solve consensus when the two objects are

used together. A solution to this problem would set-

tle a basic question about the nature of asynchronous

consensus, and would very likely reveal a number of

new ideas in the analysis of consensus protocols.

the topic of this paper. Thanks also to Cynthia

Dwork for helping to improve the presentation.
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